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ABSTRACT
A study designed to modify inappropriate pupil

behavior in a recently integrated public elementary school in New
Orleans made extensive use of a pa;:ent paraprofessional. It was
conducted in a classroom judged by the faculty to be experiencing
numerous behavior problems. The parent paraprofessional was given
written definitions of the behaviors she was to observe and then
observed the class daily during baseline, experimental and follow-up
periods. In the experimental period the teacher reinforced pupils
exhibiting satisfactory behavior and ignored, as much as possible,
those behaving inappropriately. The paraprofessional copied letters
drafted by the teacher to be sent to the parents of pupils, informing
them that their children iere behaving well in class. It was expected
that the parents would further reinforce their children when they
received such favorable letters from their childos teacher. Agressive
and disruptive behaviors were both reduced during the experimental
period. During the follow-up period, the number of agressive
behaviors and disruptions were found to have increased slightly over
the experimental period, but they remained well below their previous
levels. The paraprofessional was found to be of increased value in
the over-all school program after learning the mechanics of taking
part in a relevant research study. (DDO)
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tion Act; requires parental involvement,

with the schools 1 In'an'attempt tofacil

J.tate thid'involvement;the'New_Orle0s.',

Public School System hired one Parentof.'

Titre-a.pupllS from'edah.partidipating.j

Title -1 SchooiThe duties of. thesejp
.

aprofessiOnalS (Community-tiasOn Workers
. . . . .

hereafter..called-CLW; who wOrked'direcilT,

,under'the building. principal,; ,includ'ed ,a

full range of activitiesfrominVolying

-the loOSA-Title-1 parents.:activities.

,of.theirAparticular.school.:to supervising

recreation and lunch.roomadtiVities

proViding'.fIrst hand assistance' toLs

dents within the classi,obills
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One CLW was assigned the task of

contacting the parents of children cited

for disciplinary problems. The teachers

justified this assignment on the basis of

their having had provious difficulty con-

tacting these parents. Many of the homes

were without telephone service and in

some instances the parent worked long or

unusual hours. The cLW's visits to the

homes were somewhat helpful but proved

burdensome because most of her visits

were after normal working hours. There-

fore, alternative solutions were sought.

One alternate plan for assisting the

teachers with behavior problems involved

a study designed to modify the inappropri-

ate behavior of the pupils. The CLW was

given training necessary that she could

perform a major pOrtion of the tasks in-

volved in the study. As a part of her

training, she recorded the instances of

inappropriate behavior in time intervals.

It should be noted that recording behav-

for in time intervals is necessary to es-

tablish an interpretation of the pattern
2

in which the behavior is occuring. Addi-

tionally she copied letters to be sent

to the parents of the pupils which had

been drafted by the teacher. It mas
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theorized that social approval for appro-

priate behavior and .ignoring inappro-

priate behavior would improve the behav-
3

for of the students involved. It was

further theorized that a combination of

the parents and the teacher operating

jointly as contigency managers would be

more effective than operating separately.

The procedure in this study consist-

ed of the teacher reinforcing the stu-

dents when they exibited appropriate---

classroom behavior and ignoring them

when they exhibited inappropriate be-

havior, providing the inappropriate

behavior was not harmful to anyone. The

second independent variable consisted of

sending a complimentary letter to the

parents of the pupils informing them

that their children were exhibiting de-

sirable behavior. It was expected that

the parents would further reinforce their

children 'and consequently the pupils

would continually improvein2classroom

decorum. The letters which were sent to

the parents further served to make con-

tact with the parents who were difficult

to reach. This method of sending letters

to parents could be used to answer crit-

icisms suggesting the-difficulty of reach-
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ink; parents. The behavior's the teachers

referred to as inappropriate and disrup-

tive were specifically defined. This

phase of the study was extremely impor-

tant because in addition to the clarity

to which a specific behavior could be

referred to, it was essential that the

CLW be completely cognizant of the be-

haviors she was to observe in order for

her observations to be meaningful and

valid.'

Definitions of the varied behaviors

and the recording procedure were discuss-

ed with the CLW. Thereafter, as a part

of her training, she was required to

record the behaviors in question, in a

classroom other than the class in which

the actual study would take place.

an attempt to determine the level of

reliability, checks were made by a differ-

ent person recording the instances of

inappropriate behaviors within the same

class. After several reliability checks

ranged above the ninety percent level,

it was concluded that the CLW was suffi-

ciently trained to proceed with her

assignment,

The study was conducted within the

classroom judged by the faculty to be
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experiencing numerous behavioral problems.

The specific aggressilYe behaviors were;

bullying, striking, shoving, pinching,

slapping, sticking with objects, throwing

objects at another person, poking with

objects, attempts to strike, biting and

pulling hair. The specific disruptive

acts were: (1) carrying on a conversation

with other children when it was not permit-

ted. (2) answering the teacher without

raising hand or being recognized. (3) mak-

ing comments or calling out remarks when

no question was asked._ (1) calling teach-

er's name to get attention, crying, screaM-

ing, singing, whistling and coughing or

blowing loudly.

When the teacher observed the students

behaving satisfactorily he would reinforce.

them with verbal approval and send letters

to the parents informing them of the sat-

dsfactory behavior. it was expected that

the parents would further reinforce their

children when they received such a favor-

able letter from their child's teacher.

When the study actually began, the

CLW was instructed to record the frequen-

cies of occurrence of inappropriate behav-

ior prior tothe time the teacher began re-
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inforcing the pupils for exhibiting appro-

priate behavior and'ignoring them when they

behaved inappropriateTY. This phase of the

study lasted for one week and was referred

to as baseline.

The CLW was given written definitions

of the behaviors she was to obserVe a pair

of dark shades, a stopwatch and a board

size 16" by 11". The definitions for the

response.codesmere_memorized_and she famil,

iarized herself with the recording sheets

and the stop watch.

As a safety precaution against forget-

ting the definitions, a typed copy of the

definitions of the behatiiors to be observed

was attached to.theboard. Interrate reli-

abilities were dalcOlated by 4-per cent'a-

greement method in which the number of

greements were divided by the total

of time intervalS. -':'-Agreementii Were.defined

as two observers codingjPtaMe-Porls

quence and agent apPiOPri.

ate'behavior category in thegiventiMe in-

were held in the baseli4e. period: Two were

held in-the eiperimental:'Period-ling two were-
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During the baseline phase the CLW

entered the classroom and recorded the

behaviors from 9:30 A.M. until 10:00 A.M.

each day. The Classroom teacher was in-

formed in advance, t0-maintain his normal

teaching procedure. The CLW sat in the

rear of the classroom wearing dark shades,.:

recording the behavior and abstaining

from interacting with the pupils during

each of the thirty minute observation..

periods.

At the end of the five day baseline

observation period, a meeting was held

after school with the CLW and the teacher

of the classroom in which the.study was

held. At this time the teacher was in-

structed to begin reinforcing the pupils

for exhibiting appropriate behavior and

ignoring them as much as possible for in

appropriate behavior. The reinforcement

was in the form of variable social approv-

al and the pupils were informed that a

letter would be sent to their parents attes-

ting to their appropriate behavior.

The teacher was instructed to catch

the pupils exhibiting satisfactory. behavior,

and reinforce them with social approval
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and send a complimentary letter to the

pupils parent. Most research studies show

that operant conditioning 15 more effective

than classical conditioning where the stim-
4

ulus precedes the response. This study

utilized operant Conditioning which op-

erates on the premise that social rein-

forces made to occur following the behav-

iors are to be strengthened and all re-

inforcement is withdrawn from the behav-
5

iors to be weakened.

RESULTS

As shown in figure 1, data from the

five day baseline period shows a frequen-

cy or 4 aggressive behaviors per observa-

tion period. The experimental'ph'ase shows

a slight decrease in the frequency of aggres-

sive behaviors, (2.6 per period). The

follow-up 5 day period which was recorded

six weeks after the experimental period

ended, showed 2.9 aggressive behaviors per

observation period.

The baseline period in figure 2 shows

an average of 37 disruPtions per observa-

tion period. The experimental perrod,for

the disruptive behaVior depicts a decrease

in the frequency of disruption from an av-

erage of 37 instances in baseline to 12 in
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the ten day experimental period. The 5

day follOviup period recorded:si,: weeks

after the experimental period ended

shows an average of 15 disruptions per

observation 'period.

Discussion.

Paraprofessionals cafe of signifi-

cant value to an over-all school:program. ,

In addition to the ` regular diAtiee of work

ing with the parent's of the pupils in the

Title 1 school, the CLW has .not Only, learn-

edthe mechanics of taking part in a

\rant study but has also developed an appre

ciation for the acquired Skill.and *nowl

edge.

The school in which the study took

place is in the process of making avail-

able the services of the trained CLW to

the school system's Title-1 office which

services some twenty-five Title-1 schools.

Hopefully, she can assist in affecting

desirable change in the behaviors of pupils

in other schools.

Consider;ing the expense of most re-

search studies, this study was

ly inexpensive. The only expense:Other

than the CLW 's salary was 'the stamps and.

Smielopes. used to send: letters- to the

parents during the experimental ,period
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study.

Teachers, nationwide, could improve

deviant pupil behavior with individual

letters to parents and guardians provid-

ing there existed a postage rate more

reasonable than that which presently

exists. In fact moral support is being

solicited from al'. readers of this arti-

cle in an attempt to get favorable leg-

islation which will permit all teachers

to send letters to parents of pupils at

a rate cormensurate with our existing

commercial rate.
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